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The ultimate goal of any credit recovery program should be to eliminate itself. In a perfect world, 
students would be identified and caught up during instruction in order to avoid failing entire courses. 
While, in reality, most schools will always have a credit recovery program, it should be a priority to 
make this program as small as possible.

In any program planning, it is important to have a goal. Identify an overall goal to keep in mind as 
we progress through this workbook. Your goal will evolve into action items and ultimately grow as a 
foundation. Think SMART (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and timely).

Complete a SMART goals grid here.

S M A R T
Specific Measurable Attainable Realistic Time-Bound

What’s one action that you can commit to today 
that will help you meet your credit recovery 
goals?

Introduction to Credit Recovery
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In this workbook, we’ll cover some of the basics of developing a credit recovery program, including 
best practices we’ve learned over the years to ensure that you not only start strong but also maintain 
an effective program throughout its lifetime. 

What are some other reasons?

Thinking about your SMART goal from the previous page, 
how does this compare with your “R” aspect (relevance)? 
Do your goal and ideas meet the needs of your learners? 
Which group of learners will you serve?

What are the most common reasons why students need to recover credits?

		Failed a course from an original credit situation

		Transient student

		Career certification track

		Hospital/homebound situation

		Alternative learning situation

SMART GOAL
CHECK 

Why Learners Need Credit Recovery

S M A R T



Needs Analysis
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Successful programs have both the needs and the cause in mind when building a recovery process. 
Examining structures already in place that are leading to credit recovery ensures a wholistic approach 
to the needs of the students. In addition, identifying key groupings allows for the pinpointing of 
specific student traits, as well as provides for a sound overall measurement of the program’s success. 

To ensure credit recovery is a last resort, there are two processes that 
schools need to employ.

1. Identify why students are failing classes
2. Provide more supports for students as they move through regular classes

Ask yourself:

Real-Life Examples & Solutions 

Here are a couple real life examples we’ve encountered and potential solutions.

Which classes are being failed 
most commonly?

What systemic changes can be 
performed to reduce the failure 
rate of students in those classes?

Why are these classes being 
failed?

of freshman are failing English and Algebra I

Challenge: Anecdotal or benchmarking evidence shows 
that students are not entering high school with high 
enough math and ELA abilities to pass their classes.

Solution: Provide credit recovery for students in high 
school and also implement a high school basic study 
skills prep program at the middle/elementary schools.

Challenge: Anecdotal evidence shows that 
students find Health class boring and don’t think it 
relates to their real lives.

Solution: Adjust curriculum and instruction  
to provide real-world examples and engaging 
content.

of high schoolers are failing Health Class
3 2% %



Identifying the Root Cause
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Targeting ideas and needs specific to learners ensures 
success for your program. Has there been consideration 
to the general overall policies or clear protocols within the 
credit recovery program?

SMART GOAL
CHECK 

Early Mid Late

Year 1

■  Provide online credit 
recovery starting with high-
needs students and courses; 
work from seniors’ down to 
juniors’ high-needs courses 
first (group students in high-
needs courses)

■  Begin curriculum alignment 
of digital curriculum and local 
curriculum

■  Provide open access to digital 
curriculum to all students for 
the purposes of review and 
catch-up

■  Begin implementation of 
benchmarking for all 9th and 
10th grade students

Year 2

■  Rollout fully aligned digital 
curriculum for credit 
recovery; open to all 
students and all classes

■  For high-needs students, 
provide support time to allow 
students to recover course 
units before failing classes

■  Administer beginning-of-
year benchmarks for 9th 
and 10th graders

■  Begin implementation of 
blended learning, and unit 
and topic recovery in high-
needs courses

■  Provide open access to digital 
curriculum to all students for 
the purposes of review and 
catch-up

■  Administer end-of-year 
benchmarks for 9th and 10th 
graders

Year 3
■  Roll out unit and lesson 

recovery to all classes
■  Roll out unit and lesson 

recovery to all classes
■  Roll out unit and lesson 

recovery to all classes

Identifying needs and causes is essential in strategic planning, specifically for outlining action items 
and program rollout. 

Example Rollout Plan of Moving from Full Credit Recovery to  
Supporting Students During Classes

S M A R T
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Policy Decisions

Throughout the planning process, many decisions need to be made. Be sure to give yourself some 
time to allocate the resources and to structure a targeted approach to both systemic and credit 
recovery solutions. 

Student Support 
Success in any educational program is determined by the educational supports 
offered to students. Too often, online learning is implemented as a “hands off” 
approach. While online learning does allow teachers to support more students due 
to direct instruction being provided by the computer, teachers and other supports 
still need to be in place.  

PRO TIP - Foundational setup of a policy will ensure a successful program outline 
and launch at the end of this planning workbook. Careful consideration and input 
from key stakeholders will make later protocol decisions easier. 

Instructional Support
States require highly qualified teachers to support learners. When it comes to 
online learning and credit recovery in particular, states give flexibility to schools. 
This flexibility can include allowing any certified teacher to support a student, 
regardless of subject area being taken, and narrowing a teacher’s role primarily 
to grading. 

Here is an exercise that can help you determine needed student support:

■			What highly qualified teachers do you need assigned to your courses?

■			What are the roles of these positions?

■			What will your student/teacher ratio be?

■			Will the school use its own teachers or outsource teaching to an online 
provider?

PRO TIP - Successful programming leverages support from all areas. Connect with 
local businesses and companies using their “volunteer time off” (VTO) to bolster your 
staffing needs to support students.
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Policy Decisions

Essential policy decisions that need to be made

Entry requirements to 
the program (number 

of credits failed, path to 
graduation)?

Will you allow 
students to learn at a 
distance?

Will you  
proctor tests?

Will you have  
due dates?

How many classes  
can a student take at 

one time?

Flexibility in sequenced 
CTE courses with advanced 
courses substituting for a 

fourth math, science,
or ELA credit

Will you provide 
pass/fail or allow full 

grading?



Academic Mentors
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Academic mentors provide a very important service to online students that is often overlooked. An 
academic mentor is a noncertified staff member who provides students with basic academic support. 
These support staff members are tasked with keeping students on pace, providing basic instructional 
support, and directing problems to certified teachers. These staff members are often drawn from 
recent high school graduates or even from within the school itself. Schools often provide elective 
credit for students who perform this role as a leadership assignment similar to student tutors.

Tutoring support
Tutoring support can often be provided by academic mentors, highly qualified teachers, or 
additional staff or students. Tutoring support is useful for students who need more intervention or 
who struggle on specific topics. 

What support will you provide 
your learners with to keep 
them on pace, engaged, and 
supported?

What specific content support will you give your learners when they struggle on topics?

Will the support be paid or 
unpaid, and if paid, how much?

Where will you draw this support 
from? 
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Guidance Support

Frequently, students in online learning programs, particularly in credit recovery programs, are 
overlooked for career and college guidance. When completing a root cause analysis of why credit 
recovery is needed, it’s important to uncover the reason why students are not engaged. Students who 
don’t have a clear picture of life after graduation often become disengaged with school. Ask yourself:

Attainable goal setting means both short- and long-term 
goal setting. Reflect on your original SMART goal. Are 
there short-term goals that could be identified now? In 
the coming pages, be mindful of short-term milestones to 
set in areas beyond student needs.  

What college and career 
guidance is available to your 
learners?

What credit and other incentive-
based programs are in place to 
attract students to college and 
careers?

What options are you giving 
learners to explore college and 
careers?

SMART GOAL
CHECK 

S M A R T
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Before adding a new program, especially one that makes extensive use of technology, it’s important 
to do front-end technical and facility planning. This will help you identify if the increased use of 
technology will cause any problems on the school network early on in the implementation process. 

			Will you provide computers and headphones?
			Will you provide subsidies for home Internet connections?

PRO TIP - “Bring your own device” (BYOD) policies come with pros and cons. Be sure to consider the 
additional strain on your infrastructure that adding another device per student may bring. Technology, 
devices, and successful programming are often at the mercy of bandwidth and connectivity. 

Technical/Facility Planning

Does network infrastructure 
support the new program? 
Will you need more Internet 
bandwidth, wireless routers, etc.? 

How will you account for 
and support learners doing 
coursework off campus?

 How many learners do you have? 
Do you have a physical room to 
support these learners?

■			Does your credit recovery room have space for a science lab area, group work, and  
private meetings? 

     YES                       NO 

■			Will you provide pass/fail or allow full grading? 
     YES                       NO 

■			Does any additional technology need to be purchase for labs? If so, what will be 
purchased? Laptops/desktops/tablets, etc. (Circle lab images needed)



Learning Profiles 
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Learning profiles give teachers critical information about each student and their individual 
needs. Setting time aside to have ongoing conversations with students can help teachers identify 
unique skills, strengths, and interests. Once teachers understand what motivates students, they 
can begin thinking about potential barriers to learning students may face and make informed 
recommendations about what type of learning support students would benefit from. 

It’s extremely important to prioritize credit recovery if staffing or facilities do not support all students 
learning at the same time. In addition, students who are extremely credit deficient should have it 
prioritized over their face-to-face core classes even if this means that they will eventually have to 
take first-time credit classes online.
 
Schools should think carefully about what classes and activities they take away from students who 
are in need of credit recovery. Schools need to balance what motivates students with the credits 
they need to earn. For example, some schools take students out of electives or after-school activities 
and some even cut back on part of students’ lunchtime. The negative effect that this can have on 
student morale often creates a lack of success in the accompanying credit recovery program. 

Identification and placement of learners deficient in credit 
are successful when the structure is in place. In your 
goal setting, what measurement will be used to define 
success? To deepen that measurement, the next page will 
prepare you to explore avenues to ensure that learners 
are set up to complete the credit recovery programming. 

SMART GOAL
CHECK 

S M A R T
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Mapping out reality can help clearly identify the situation at hand for students. Let’s review one 
approach where we can estimate graduation probabilities. This isn’t an equation by definition 
but one way to look at the probability for a student to achieve on time graduation.

Use a rough probability format to estimate the success for all students in a credit recovery 
program. If possible, use calculated fields in a student information system (SIS). Then, provide 
more intensive credit recovery for students with higher needs. 

Here’s one example of an approach: 

Triaging Credit Recovery Students 

Jimmy Dean
Age 16

Jose Demetrios
Age 18

Semesters Until Original Graduation Time6 2

Credits Needed To Graduate16 10
Earning Pace 

(Credits Needed ÷ Semesters Left)
2.6 5
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Jimmy has six semesters left until his original graduation date with his cohort. He needs 16 
credits to graduate. Based on these facts, Jimmy may have a higher probability to graduate with 
his cohort, maybe somewhere around the 75% chance. Jimmy may have a couple options for his 
credit recovery situation.

Jose has only two semesters until his original graduation date with his cohort. He needs 10 
credits to graduate. Jose is facing a tough situation. Based on the facts at hand, he is not very 
likely to graduate on time, maybe only about a 25% chance. It would important to identify the 
best course of action to address his credit recovery needs. 

Continuing with the approach of estimating the probability of a student graduating on time, the 
table below helps explain whether a fully virtual learning setup is suitable.  

Grouping your students based on how likely they are to graduate will help you determine 
whether an in person versus a virtual setting is best for them. Additionally, it will also help you 
determine whether it would be better to incorporate credit recovery within the school day 
versus outside of their school day.  

Probability of 
Graduating on  

Time Range

Suitability Level  
for Fully Online 

Learning
Assigned Instructional Environment

0-25% Suitable
Core class plus potential elective pullout in favor of 

online learning credit recovery

0-25% Not Suitable Intensive teacher/online hybrid model

26-50% Suitable Some class pullout for high-needs recovery classes

26-50% Not Suitable
Online learning with credit recovery group 

session support

51-75% Suitable
Recover credits alongside standard class load, 
drop study periods or single core/elective class

51-75% Not Suitable Provide online credit recovery with instructional support

76-100% Suitable Allow student to choose venue for learning

76-100% Not Suitable Mainstream student and provide access to tutoring

Triaging Credit Recovery Students 
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Credit recovery is often delivered in a “high-speed” environment. In other words, the school is 
attempting to squeeze 60 hours worth of instruction into 20 hours of time. While some of this 
time can be mitigated by having students recover only the portion of the course they need, it is 
still important to give students appropriate time to complete their course. Schools should give 
students at least one traditional class period per day to complete their credit recovery courses.

PRO TIP - Successful schools identify a space and options for learners to be engaged in credit 
recovery. Consider cohorts, small groups, and projects for learners working on the same courses. 

Schedule and Physical Room Planning 

How much time in the day 
will students have to work on 
their credit recovery courses? 
(at least 45 minutes per day is 
recommended)

What type of lab space and 
materials will be provided for 
this program? 

Will students be pulled out 
of current classes or have 
credit recovery running 
simultaneously? 
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Once a root cause analysis has been completed and the school has identified how it will 
physically set up its credit recovery program, schools should take time to choose an appropriate 
digital curriculum that suits its needs well. Schools should include various stakeholders in the 
decision-making process of which curriculum to use.

Use this format to identify needs in your current digital curriculum or help streamline your list of 
must-haves for your digital curriculum.

Digital Curriculum for Credit Recovery Evaluation Criteria

Curriculum Rubric 

■		  Fully developed and currently available -- should not require beta or 
upcoming releases to be useable and complete on day one

■		   Program assesses students’ prior knowledge of course material 
and adapts delivery of course content accordingly -- differentiation 
of content through adaptive assessments; allow for manual 
adjustments by teachers

■		  Support independent learning and individual progression through 
courseware -- it is possible the product can be used independent of 
teacher instruction

■		  Customizable course content

■		  Media rich learning environment (e.g., interactive activities, videos, 
audio, labs, writing)

■		  Communication of student progress to observers

■		  Communication with students within platform (e.g., internal messaging 
to students and observers)

■		  Alignment to State standards

■		   Student progress reporting (dashboards for student, teacher, or 
admin, across courses, within a course)

■		  Supports face-to-face instruction – data analysis and grouping of 
students by need (success rates, time to complete, etc.)

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 
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Curriculum Rubric 

PRO TIP - Based on the chart answers, evaluate your current short- and long-term needs. It is 
now possible to frame short-term goals into actionable tasks. Successful implementations rely 
on stakeholders taking action items and turning to-do, into to-done. 

■    Ease of course management

■    ADA Compliance – text-to-speech, captions in videos, Universal 
Design for Learning (UDL)

■    ELL Support – translated content, built-in translation support

■    Specific curriculum requirements (e.g., contains ACT® test 
content)

■  NCAA® appropriate rigor level

■   Professional development plan – initial face-to-face in regions, 
annual refresh, Web or virtual support

■  On-site support and 24x7 technical support for users

■   Integration with SIS for users, passwords, course registration, 
grade passback

■  Device and browser agnostic/neutral; no client software 
     required

■    Single sign-on implementation (e.g., Active Directory, LDAP, 
Clever, or other SIS integration)

■    HQ Teacher provided (if applicable)

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 

YES                       NO 
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Evaluation Plan 

There are many ways that schools, districts, and organizations define success. We’ll take a look 
at a handful of items to help ensure you can continue to evaluate and improve your programs. 
There are many evaluation models but we hope these elements can help can you started. 

How is success defined within your program? Choose a location to begin measurement. Be sure 
to include stakeholders at all levels of your school or district to ensure buy in and agreement. 

Here are some examples:

Nearly there! All aspects of your SMART goal are likely 
coming together. Revisit the original goal from the first 
pages. Does it hold up? Reflect on how it has evolved and 
changed, and rewrite if needed. 

Will you measure per:  

 District  Program  School

What data will be collected and tracked? Choose a data source below to identify a starting point 
for collecting your data. 
 
        Surveys from participants         Learners             Teachers             Other stakeholders

SMART GOAL
CHECK 

 Increased  
graduation rates 

Increased attendance

Increased  
completion rates

 Increased GED®/
ACCUPLACER®/college 
placement tests 

S M A R T
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Evaluation Plan 

Reflection on goal setting and evaluating the program 
process allows for changes and updates as you go. 
Consider touchpoints with all stakeholders early and 
often as your credit recovery program launches. 

SMART GOAL
CHECK 

Define short-term goals
Items to identify (be sure to not forget about teacher evaluation models): 

Job description

Outcomes of learner success 

Teacher goals within professional development programs (PDPs) and professional learning 
communities (PLCs) at the local and district level 

Incentive options for meeting goals within the program

S M A R T



Evaluation Plan 
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PRO TIP! Be sure to summarize planning and program management review meetings to allow 
for feedback and reset of action items as needed. 

Also, be sure to connect to industry organizations for further resources, best practices and 
coaching tips for both students and educators.

Define long-term goals
Timeline management is very important. Here are questions to get you started to address 
maintaining success.

How will we maintain the process to meet our goals?  

What is the pace and plan for action items? 

Who are the champions at multiple levels within the organization/school/district?



Edmentum is founded in innovation and committed to being a trusted partner to create 
successful student outcomes everywhere learning occurs. We can give you the resources—and 
the expertise—to leverage the power of effective learning solutions.

Success Stories
Discover the success that schools 
and districts achieve in partnering 
with Edmentum.

Videos
Visit our video library, and view 
clips of industry thought leaders, 
customer testimonials, and product 
overviews.

Webinars
Hear how online education is 
redefining the 21st century 
classroom.

Blog
Explore how technology is changing 
education.

Whitepapers and Efficacy
Dig through the data behind why our 
products work and how to use them 
more effectively.

Workshops
Take advantage of these free customer 
resources to learn how to get started 
and better utilize our products to 
implement a world-class program. 

www.edmentum.com/resources
We also provide a variety of resources on our website that can help you implement your solution.

Contact us today for more information.
www.edmentum.com – 800.447.5286

Your Credit Recovery Partner

1. Program Needs  
Analysis

Review online 
curriculum learning strategies 

and best practices.

2. Implementation & 
Onboarding

Tailor onboarding process 
to meet the specific needs 

of your educators

3. Professional Development 
Continuous support 

focused on preparing 
and sustaining a  

credit recovery program

5600 W 83rd Street
Suite 300, 8200 Tower
Bloomington, MN 55437

© 2016 EDMENTUM, INC.

edmentum.com
800.447.5286 
info@edmentum.com
AC032-28    033021

www.edmentum.com/resources
www.edmentum.com
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